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Abstract: Human detection plays a pivotal role in many vision-based applications. Effectively detecting humans across diverse
environments and situations significantly contributes to enhancing human safety. However, this effectiveness encounters challenges,
particularly in hazy conditions that reduce visibility and blur images, thereby impacting the accuracy of existing detection algorithms.
Additionally, the quality of dataset annotations significantly affects the accuracy of these systems. Poor annotations lead to insufficient
training of detection models, resulting in higher error rates and reduced efficacy in real-world scenarios. To tackle these challenges,
we’ve introduced new, more precise annotations for the INRIA dataset. These enhancements overcome limitations within the dataset,
particularly instances where numerous individuals in images lacked proper labeling. This augmentation aims to improve training
robust detection models and provide a more accurate evaluation of the model’s performance. Our experiments have yielded notable
improvements, showcasing a 20.37% increase in Average Precision and a substantial 68.19% reduction in False Negatives. Moreover,
we’ve developed a deep-learning model for human detection, leveraging transfer learning to fine-tune the YOLOv4 model. Experimental
results demonstrate that our proposed model accurately detects pedestrians under various weather conditions, including both clear and
hazy scenarios. It achieves high average precision and F-Scores while maintaining efficient real-time operation at 55.4 FPS. These
advancements significantly enhance the reliability and applicability of human detection systems.
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1. Introduction
Object detection has attracted great interest in recent

years. Human detection is a sub-problem that remains a
major research topic due to its diverse applications, such as
surveillance cameras [1], unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)
[2], biometric systems [3] and tumor detection [4]. Human
detection is a particularly important and essential task in
any intelligent video surveillance system. Indeed, detecting
humans in various environments can help to prevent crime,
theft, avoid incidents and improve the driving safety of
autonomous vehicles. However, there are still several factors
that make human detection challenging. For instance, the
human body is flexible, giving rise to a wide variety of
poses. People also wear clothes of different colors and tex-
tures, which creates an additional complication. In addition,
different weather conditions like rain, snow, and haze make
the operation more difficult.

In the past, object detection required a manual pro-
cess of extracting features using a sliding window and
inputting them into a classifier. Common representative
features included Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)

and deformable part models (DPM), Haar and SIFT. Clas-
sification techniques were typically categorized into super-
vised and unsupervised methods. Supervised approaches
commonly employed the Support Vector Machine (SVM) or
Perceptron, while unsupervised methods typically utilized
K-means and Mean-shift. Following the deep learning revo-
lution, the use of detection methods based on deep learning
architectures has also grown. Initially, the application of
deep learning approaches focused mainly on two-stage
detection algorithms. These methods first extract candidate
regions. Then, they use classification networks to classify
the extracted candidate regions. The most popular variants
of the two-stage detectors are the R-CNN models [5],
[6], [7]. On the other hand, one-step detection methods
skip the region-of-interest selection process and, instead,
employ bounding box regression to perform detection and
recognition on the same time, ensuring a simple, consistent
flow from start to finish. The most familiar single-shot
models are the SSD [8] and the YOLO family [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15].

However, the majority of human detection algorithms
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have primarily been evaluated under clear weather condi-
tions. These methods often struggle to detect humans in
low-light scenarios. The presence of haze poses a significant
challenge due to reduced visibility, object blurring, and
difficulty in distinguishing humans from the background.
Previous research efforts have introduced dehazing methods
aimed at restoring and enhancing image contrast [16], [17],
[18], [19]. But, these techniques are typically designed for
daylight scenarios with uniform light distribution. Conse-
quently, they prove less effective in low-light conditions
where haze is more prevalent.

Furthermore, data is a critical component of any artificial
intelligence model and, fundamentally, the main cause for
the massive growth in the popularity of machine learning
that we are witnessing today. The human detection com-
munity has widely used the popular INRIA person dataset
to train and evaluate detectors. Nevertheless, this dataset
has some limitations, as many individuals appearing in the
images are not labelled, which affects the learning ability
of the model as well as the results reported during the
evaluation phase.

Therefore, to address these issues, our research is mo-
tivated by two main objectives aimed at improving human
detection in challenging environments. Firstly, to address
the limitations inherent in existing human detection models
that struggle under hazy weather conditions. By leveraging
a one-step deep learning model using transfer learning tech-
nique to develop a more efficient real-time model capable
of detecting humans in clear and hazy conditions. Secondly,
to address the issue of incomplete and inaccurate labeling
in the INRIA person dataset. By creating new improved
annotations of the dataset. The use of these new annotations
for training will lead to better performance, as well as more
accurate evaluations of the model during the test phase. The
main contributions of this work are as follows:

• The introduction of improved labelling for the INRIA
dataset, addressing its existing limitations and en-
hancing the dataset’s utility for more effective training
and evaluation. Our experiments demonstrate signifi-
cant performance enhancements, including a 20.37%
increase in Average Precision and a notable reduction
in False Negatives by 68.19%.

• Development of a one-stage deep learning model
capable of effectively detecting humans, even in chal-
lenging weather conditions such as haze. The use of
a one-stage detector makes it faster and more energy-
efficient than several widely used Deep Convolutional
Neural Network (DCNN) models. Its practicality and
adaptability make it particularly suitable for real-
life applications, ensuring reliable performance across
diverse environmental conditions.

• Exploration of the impact of input image size on
model performance, establishing a correlation be-
tween the model’s efficiency, the dataset’s average

dimensions, and the chosen input image size.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides an overview of related works. Next, in
the Section 3 we describe the limitations of the current
INRIA labelling and the advantage of our new labelling.
Also, we describe the implementation of our model using
transfer learning. In Section 4, we present all the experi-
ments we have done and also the discussion of obtained
results. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. RelatedWorks
In recent years, object detection methodologies have

evolved significantly. Initially, efforts were primarily cen-
tered around the sliding window search and handcrafted
features like Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [20],
integral channel features (ICF) [21], aggregated channel fea-
tures (ACF) [22], and deformable part models (DPM) [23].
Classifiers such as support vector machines (SVMs) [24]
and adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) [25] were employed with
these features for object recognition. Mihçioğlu et al. [26]
utilized HOG features for pedestrian detection, marking
considerable advancements in the field. Kumar et al. [27]
enhanced pedestrian detection accuracy by characterizing
pedestrian shape and texture features using Histogram of
Significant Gradients (HSG) and Non Redundant Uniform
Local Binary Pattern (NRULBP), combined with an SVM
classifier. However, due to the complexity and variability of
real-world scenes, these handcrafted feature-based methods
result in models with limited generalizability and poor
robustness, failing to satisfy realistic requirements [28].

With the increase in computing power and the number of
image datasets, deep learning has quickly changed the world
of artificial intelligence. Convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), in particular, have revolutionized the field of image
recognition, demonstrating their efficiency and precision in
processing visual data. Deep learning methods for object
detection generally can be classified into two main families.

Two-stage detectors: These models operate in two
stages. Initially, the model will suggest a set of regions
of interest using techniques like selective search or re-
gional proposal networks. In the subsequent stage, the
model performs classification on these regions and refines
the location predictions. While two-stage detectors often
achieve higher accuracy, they tend to be slower compared
to one-stage detectors. Some popular models of two-stage
object detectors include R-CNN [5], Fast-RCNN[6], Faster-
RCNN[7], Mask-RCNN[29] and Cascade RCNN [30].

One-stage detectors: These models approach object
detection as a regression task, managing both object clas-
sification and bounding box regression directly, without
depending on previously generated region proposals. One-
stage detectors exhibit high inference speed and lower
computational requirements but typically offer relatively
lower accuracy compared to region-based methods. Notable
examples of single-shot models include SSD [8], Reti-
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Figure 1. YOLOv4 structure diagram

naNet [31] and the most popular model is YOLO (You
Only Look Once) [32], which yields a good performance.
However it suffers from the challenge of overwhelming
negative samples. A series of improved YOLO versions
has been developed [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],
consolidating YOLO’s position as one of the best one-stage
object detectors. The most recent versions are YOLOv7 [14]
and YOLOv8 [15]. Furthermore, lightweight variants of the
model, known as YOLO-tiny or YOLO-small, have been
created to address the problem of resource limitations.

These algorithms have both strengths and weaknesses.
As a result, researchers are now focusing on the challenges
faced in human detection task. Detection efficiency is af-
fected by issues such as the sensitivity to both internal and
external environmental conditions, as well as the compli-
cation of occlusions in complex environments. In the field
of autonomous driving, it is essential that detection speeds
align with real-time operational requirements. It is equally
crucial to maintain detection accuracy in adverse weather
conditions. Therefore, in order to ensure better adaptation
to the pedestrian detection task, many researchers have
proposed improved methods. Wu et al. [33] introduced a
new Self-Mimic Learning approach to improve the detection
performance of small pedestrians based on Faster-RCNN.
Kyrkou [34] proposed a one-stage pedestrian detection ap-

proach named YOLOpeds, which integrates dense connec-
tions between layers and the fusion of multi-scale features
to enhance representational capacity while simultaneously
reducing the number of operations and parameters. Li et al.
[35] proposed a lightweight pedestrian detection approach
which is based on the YOLOv5 architecture. They apply
the Ghost modules to minimize computational costs during
feature extraction process. They also integrate the Global
Attention Mechanism (GAM) module to improve feature
extraction accuracy. Based on RetinaNet, Huang et al.
[36] used a multi-branch structure with a double-pooling
attention mechanism to extend the network and enhance the
cross-channel feature information correlation and improve
model detection accuracy. But these methods often struggle
to detect people in low-light scenarios. Particularly in the
presence of haze, the reduced visibility, blurring of objects
and difficulty in distinguishing people from the background
pose a significant problem. Earlier research has introduced
dehazing methods to restore and improve image contrast
[16], [17], [18], [19]. However, these techniques are gen-
erally designed for daylight scenarios with uniform light
distribution. As a result, in low-light conditions where haze
is more frequent, they are less effective.
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A. YOLOv4
Known for its remarkable speed and accuracy in object

detection, YOLOv4 [11] forms the foundation of our model.
Through the incorporation of mosaic data enhancement in
data processing and the optimization of backbone, network
training, activation, and loss functions, YOLOv4 stands
out as a robust real-time object detector. The YOLOv4
architecture harnesses the Cross Stage Partial Darknet53
(CSPDarknet-53) as its fundamental backbone network to
process and extract image features. Complementing this,
the Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) block is integrated into
CSPDarknet-53, effectively expanding the receptive field
and isolating crucial contextual features. Unlike YOLOv3,
which utilizes Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) for object
detection, YOLOv4 employs the Path Aggregation Network
(PANet) to aggregate parameters across various detector
levels. Notably, YOLOv4 maintains the original YOLOv3
network architecture for the detector head. Figure 1 illus-
trates the architecture of YOLOv4.

B. Transfer Learning
We humans have a natural skill in transferring knowl-

edge from one ”task A” to another ”task B”. The knowledge
we acquire when solving one task, we use in the same way
to solve related tasks. For example, if you know how to
drive a motorcycle, you use this knowledge to learn how
to drive a car. In transfer learning, we attempt to use what
we have learned in one task to increase generalization in
another. So, we transfer the weights that one network learns
in ”task A” to another network to use them to learn how
to solve a different ”task B”, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Transfer learning enables the pre-trained YOLOv4 model
to adapt to our specific task. This process involves fine-
tuning the model with our dataset, which comprises images
in clear and hazy weather. The pre-learned features from
the YOLOv4 model are refined using our dataset, leading
to improved detection accuracy.

Figure 2. Transfer learning approach

Transfer learning is suitable for creating efficient deep-
learning models for several reasons:

• Reduced Training Time: Transfer learning allows us
to leverage the pre-trained model’s knowledge and
use it as a starting point for the new task. This means
we can train the new model with fewer iterations
and epochs, which saves time and computational
resources.

• Improved Generalization: The pre-trained model has
already learned a lot of features that are useful for
many different tasks. By using this knowledge as
a starting point, we can improve the generalization
of the new model, allowing it to perform better on
unseen data.

• Better Performance: Pre-trained models are usually
trained on large and diverse datasets, allowing them
to capture more complex patterns and relationships
in the data. By using this pre-trained knowledge, we
can improve the performance of the new model, even
with a smaller dataset.

• Fewer Data Requirements: Deep learning models re-
quire a lot of data to learn effectively. By using a pre-
trained model as a starting point, we can reduce the
amount of data required to train the new model. This
is especially important for domains where collecting
large amounts of labeled data is difficult or expensive.

• Flexibility: Transfer learning allows us to use pre-
trained models for different tasks, without having
to train new models from scratch. This makes deep
learning more accessible to a wider range of applica-
tions and reduces the time and resources required to
develop new models.

3. Methodology
A. Improving The Inria Dataset Annotations

In the pedestrian detection community, the INRIA per-
son dataset is a popular resource for training detectors
and communicating results. Introduced by Dalal and Triggs
in 2005 [24], this dataset comprises 614 training images,
including 2416 pedestrians, and 288 testing images, encom-
passing 1126 pedestrians. However, notable limitations exist
due to the absence of labels for many individuals appearing
in the images, as illustrated in Figure.3-a.

Labeling a dataset serves multiple purposes. Firstly, it
allows for the extraction of positive samples crucial for
detector training. Secondly, it enables the use of test set
annotations for evaluation, facilitating the identification of
correct detections. During the learning phase, the presence
of unlabeled individuals is counted as false predictions,
impacting the model’s learning capacity. Consequently, the
resulting model overlooks many individuals in the image,
leading to a high False Negative (FN) rate. Moreover,
during evaluation, each detection of an unlabeled person
is recorded as a False Positive (FP) instead of a True
Positive (TP), providing inaccurate insights into the model’s
performance.

To address this issue, we propose a novel annota-
tion approach for the INRIA dataset, manually labeling
all pedestrians visible within the images (as depicted in
Figure.3-b), denoted as INRIA-N. Enhanced labeling is
anticipated to significantly improve model learning, con-
sequently enhancing overall performance and reducing the
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FN rate. Additionally, refining person labeling within the
test set promises more precise evaluations of the model’s
performance.

B. Fine-tuning And Training
In this section, we describe the process of fine-tuning

and training YOLOv4 for human detection. The diagram
presented in Figure 4 serves as a visual guide, outlining
the sequential steps involved in constructing a our model
through the application of transfer learning technique. Ini-
tially, after creating the new annotations for the INRIA
dataset, we prepared our dataset by converting the an-
notations to the YOLO Darknet format. Utilizing Google
Colab [37], we set up the Darknet environment, the core of
YOLOv4. After that, we need to fine-tune the YOLOv4
model to perform the human detection task. Thus, the
configuration of default hyperparameters changed as shown
in Table I. We initiate the training process with pre-trained
weights from the MS-COCO dataset, providing a strong
foundation of fundamental knowledge. We chose to make
all the weights of the model trainable, rather than freezing
some layers as is common in transfer learning. This strategy
overcomes the limitations of transfer learning, where pre-
trained layers may not align perfectly with new data, leading
to sub-optimal feature extraction. By making all weights
trainable, we ensure that each layer of the model doesn’t just
apply pre-learned patterns, but actively learns and adapts to
the characteristics of our dataset. This enables more efficient
feature extraction, improving overall model performance.
Finally, we trained the fine-tuned YOLOv4 on Google
Colab with a Tesla K80 GPU. Figure 4 shows the transfer
learning process.

TABLE I. Hyperparameters configuration

Hyperparameters Values Explication

Number of
classes

1

Max batches 6000 classes × 2000. But not less than the
number of training images and not less
than 6000 [38].

Filters size 18 (classes + 5) × 3, where 5 represents 4
bounding boxes coordinates +1 object
prediction value and 3 the number of
masks [38].

Image size 416×416

Batch size 64 This means that for each training step,
the system will use 64 images.

Subdivisions size 16 To reduce GPU VRAM consumption,
batch sizes will be divided by subdivi-
sion sizes

4. Experiments And Results
A. Datasets

We conducted experiments on three datasets INRIA-N,
HazePerson and Caltech.

1) INRIA-N
The INRIA person dataset was introduced by Dalal and

Triggs in 2005 [24]. It provides 614 images for training
and 288 for testing. Since many persons are not labelled in
the original INRIA test dataset, we used INRIA-N dataset
in the evaluation phase to get more accurate and truthful
results about the model’s performance. INRIA-N contains
the same images as the original INRIA and uses our
proposed annotations.

2) HazePerson
HazePerson was created by Guofa Li et al. [39] to

tackle the problem of pedestrian detection in hazy weather.
This dataset contains images of pedestrians in hazy weather
with bounding box annotations. It provides 1052 images for
training and 143 images for testing.

3) Caltech
The Caltech Pedestrian dataset comprises 11 sets, with

the initial six sets (set00 – set05) designated for training,
and the subsequent five sets (set06–set10) allocated for test-
ing. Each set is composed of video footage captured from a
vehicle navigating through normal urban traffic. For training
purposes, one frame is extracted every 30 frames from the
first six sets (set00 – set05), and similarly, one frame every
30 frames is extracted from the last five sets (set06–set10)
for testing. The dataset includes approximately 250,000
frames, with around 350,000 annotated bounding boxes
(BBs). The frames are originally sized at 480×640.

B. Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the models’ performance on the INRIA-N

and HazePerson test datasets, here are the metrics we used
where TP = True Positive, TN = True Negative, FP = False
Positive, and FN = False Negative.

Precision: is the ratio of correctly predicted positive obser-
vations to the total predicted positive observations.

Precision =
T P

T P + FP
(1)

Recall: is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observa-
tions to all observations in positive class.

Recall =
T P

T P + FN
(2)

F-Score: is the harmonic mean of the model’s precision and
recall. The formula for the F-Score is:

F-score = 2 ×
Recall × Precision
Recall + Precision

(3)

Average precision (AP): a popular measure for evaluating
the accuracy of object detectors. AP calculates the average
precision value for recall values between 0 and 1.
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Figure 3. a - Original INRIA annotations, b – Proposed annotations

Figure 4. Diagram showing the steps to build a fine-tuned YOLOv4
for human detection using the transfer learning technique

Log-average miss rate (LAMR): For the Caltech dataset,
detection efficiency is measured using LAMR, determined
by averaging the miss rate across nine FPPI (False Positive

TABLE II. Evaluation settings for Caltech Pedestrian dataset

Subset Pedestrian height (pixels) Occlusion

Reasonable ≥ 50 ≥ 65%
All ≥ 20 ≥ 20%

Scale-large ≥ 100 -
Scale-near ≥ 80 -

Scale-medium 30 - 80 -
Scale-far 20 - 30 -

Per-Image) rates that are evenly distributed on a logarithmic
scale from 10−2 to 100. This approach condenses the entire
miss-rate versus FPPI curve into a single, easily comparable
figure, where a smaller value indicates superior detection
capability. The evaluation of detection performance on the
Caltech dataset incorporates various criteria based on the
height and the visible portion of the bounding boxes, as
detailed in the parameters outlined in Table II.

C. Effect of Using The New Annotations
This section evaluates the improvement in detection

performance using the new annotations. We conducted an
experiment where we trained the fine-tuned YOLOv4 model
with both the original and the newly proposed INRIA
annotations. Due to the original INRIA test dataset’s lack of
comprehensive labelling ( many persons are not labelled ),
we relied on our new annotations for a more accurate assess-
ment of model performance. The results detailed in Table
III, compare the performance of two models: O-YOLOv4
(trained with original annotations) and N-YOLOv4 (trained
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with new annotations). The findings indicate a substantial
improvement in AP by 20.37% when using the new an-
notations. Moreover, the original annotations led to a high
False Negative rate, missing many people in the images.
In contrast, the new annotations significantly reduced FNs
from 371 to 118, a decrease of 68.19%. Figure 5 illus-
trates these differences. For instance, O-YOLOv4 missed
detecting some individuals in the images, while N-YOLOv4
demonstrated superior performance, even detecting smaller
people at the top of the image as shown in Figure 5 (a.2) or
partially obscured individuals, such as those at a distance
or behind obstacles like cars as shown in Figure 5 (a.4).

Figure 5. Detection results. (a) N-YOLOv4: trained using proposed
annotations. (b) O-YOLOv4: trained using original INRIA annota-
tions.

D. Comparison With Other Methods on INRIA-N Test Set
In our comparative analysis, we evaluated N-YOLOv4

against various YOLO models on the INRIA-N dataset.
Before the evaluation, we trained all models on the INRIA-
N training set with default settings to enhance their per-
formance on this database and maintain consistency. It
can be seen from Table III that N-YOLOv4 shows the
best performance with an AP of 93.55%. N-YOLOv4,
surpasses YOLOv3 by 12.03%, YOLOv6 by 5.89%, and
YOLOv7 by 2.28%. Notably, it surpassed YOLOv8, the

latest YOLO version, by 34.76%. N-YOLOv4’s F1 score
of 0.90 demonstrates its balanced precision and recall,
outperforming other models such as YOLOv3, YOLOv6
and YOLOv8. Even compared with YOLOv7, which scores
0.93, N-YOLOv4 still achieves competitive results. The
improved AP is complemented by a competitive F1-score
and a speed of 55.4 FPS. These results make N-YOLOv4
a highly effective model for real-time human detection

E. Human Detection in Hazy Weather
An effective human detector could perform well in

various environments and weather conditions. To further
evaluate the flexibility of our human detector, particularly
in difficult conditions, such as hazy weather where the
appearance of pedestrians is not clear, we carried out
tests using the HazePerson dataset. The performance of N-
YOLOv4 on this dataset is shown in Table IV. Although
N-YOLOv4 has not been trained on images in a similar
situation, it still shows solid performance with an AP of
82.2% and an F1-score of 0.83. These results highlight
the strong generalization capabilities of the model, which
adapts effectively to new visually demanding scenarios.

F. The Effect of The Input Size
In the first experiments, we used an input size of

416x416 to test the model. In this experiment, we tried
several input sizes during the evaluation to explore the effect
of input size on model performance. We should notice here
that the value of the input image size in YOLO should be
a multiple of 32. The results, detailed in Table V, are also
visually represented in a bar chart (Figure 6)

To show the impact of the size of images on the
accuracy, we have increased the size of images to 480x480,
544x544, and 640x640, and then we decreased the size to
352x352, 288x288, and 244x244. As shown in Figure 6.
We observed that increasing the input size (up to 640x640)
enhances performance on the INRIA-N dataset, while de-
creasing it (down to 244x244) yields better results on the
HazePerson dataset To find the reason for this difference in
performance from one dataset to another and the effect of
the input size on these results, we calculated the average
of the height and width of the images in both datasets.
The result was 631x631 for the INRIA test dataset and
236x236 for the HazePerson test dataset. This comparison
revealed a correlation between the model’s performance and
the proximity of the input image size to the average image
size in the datasets. The closer the input size matched the
average dimensions (631x631 for INRIA and 236x236 for
HazePerson), the better the model performed. Conversely,
a significant deviation from these dimensions resulted in
reduced effectiveness.

G. Merging INRIA and HazePerson Datasets
In the preceding experiment, our proposed model

demonstrated strong performance on the HazePerson
dataset, despite not being trained on any of its images.
For this experiment, we amalgamated images from both the
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TABLE III. Detection results on the INRIA-N dataset

Model AP TP FP FN Precision recall F1-score FPS

O-YOLOv4 73.18 503 4 371 0.99 0.58 0.73 -
YOLOv3 81.52 657 44 217 0.94 0.75 0.83 63.8
YOLOv6 87.66 770 48 104 0.94 0.88 0.91 33.35
YOLOv7 91.27 803 57 71 0.93 0.92 0.93 66.66
YOLOv8 58.79 487 2 387 0.99 0.56 0.71 29.33

N-YOLOv4 93.55 756 54 118 0.93 0.86 0.90 55.40

TABLE IV. The performance of our model on the HazePerson dataset

Model Input size AP TP FP FN Precision recall F1-score

N-YOLOv4 (416×416) 82.2 193 25 52 0.89 0.79 0.83

TABLE V. Detection results using different input size

Input size INRIA-N HazePerson

640×640 95.71 65.15
608×608 95.03 68.35
544×544 95.28 72.76
480×480 94.43 78.67
416×416 93.55 82.2
352×352 92.44 87.47
288×288 89.23 92.68
224×224 84.70 94.42

Figure 6. Summary of detection results using different input sizes.

INRIA and HazePerson datasets to create a novel training
dataset. This combined dataset was utilized to fine-tune
the YOLOv4 model, resulting in the creation of HaIN-
YOLOv4. Table VI and Table VII outline the performance
metrics of HaIN-YOLOv4 on the INRIA-N and HazePerson
datasets across various input sizes.

We can see from these tables that HaIN-YOLOv4
(224×224) achieved better results on the HazePerson dataset

with AP equal to 98.01%, which represents an improvement
of 3.59% compared to N-YOLOv4 (240×240). Also, HaIN-
YOLOv4 (640×640) maintained a good performance on the
INRIA-N dataset by obtaining an AP equal to 95.21% and
an F1-score equal to 0.92.

H. Comparison With Other Methods on The HazePerson
Test Set
Our comparative analysis includes the deep learning

approaches developed by Guofa Li et al. [39] for pedestrian
detection in hazy conditions: Simple-Yolo, VggPrioriBoxes-
Yolo, and MNPrioriBoxesYolo. This comparison, as de-
tailed in Table VIII, is particularly relevant because they
used the same HazePerson dataset for the training and
evaluation of their models. This commonality in dataset
usage provides a robust and fair basis for comparing the
performance of our models against theirs. The compari-
son, presented in Table VIII, shows that N-YOLOv4 and
HaIN-YOLOv4 outperform all other models on all metrics.
Among all the methods from other studies, we note that
MNPrioriBoxes-Yolo gives the best results. If we compare
it with HaIN-YOLOv4, which uses the same input size, we
note that HaIN-YOLOv4 achieved an AP equals to 98.01%
and F-Score of 90%, surpassing MNPrioriBoxes-Yolo by
11.41% in AP and 3% in F-Score. Figure 7 illustrates the
detection results under challenging conditions like haze,
unclear vision, and poor lighting, where we can see that
the model was able to detect the humans in the images
with high efficiency.

I. Evaluation on Caltech Pedestrian Dataset
We have further evaluated our model on the Caltech

Pedestrian dataset, a prominent benchmark in pedestrian
detection. Firstly, we extract one frame every 30 frames
from the first six sets (set00 – set05) of the Caltech dataset
and have used it to train the proposed fine-tuned model.
We named the resulting model Cal-YOLOv4. In our com-
parison, Cal-YOLOv4 was compared against some state-of-
the-art models on the Caltech test set, including ACF+SDt,
SCF+AlexNet, TA-CNN, Checkerboards, ACF++, Deep-
Parts, CompACT-Deep, MS-CNN, RPN+BF. The compari-
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TABLE VI. Detection results of N-YOLOv4 and HaIN-YOLOv4 on INRIA-N test dataset using different input size

Model Input size INRIA-N dataset

AP TP FP FN precision recall F1-score

N-YOLOv4
416×416 93.55 756 54 118 0.93 0.86 0.90
640×640 95.71 769 50 105 0.94 0.88 0.91
224×224 84.70 652 30 222 0.96 0.75 0.84

HaIN-YOLOv4
416×416 92.60 747 38 127 0.95 0.85 0.90
640×640 95.21 787 45 87 0.95 0.90 0.92
224×224 83.03 665 50 209 0.93 0.76 0.84

TABLE VII. Detection results of N-YOLOv4 and HaIN-YOLOv4 on HazePerson test dataset using different input size

Model Input size HazePerson dataset

AP TP FP FN precision recall F1-score

N-YOLOv4
416×416 82.20 193 25 52 0.89 0.79 0.83
640×640 65.15 136 29 109 0.82 0.56 0.66
224×224 94.42 222 23 23 0.91 0.91 0.91

HaIN-YOLOv4
416×416 96.86 240 64 5 0.79 0.98 0.87
640×640 92.86 232 65 13 0.78 0.95 0.86
224×224 98.01 240 47 5 0.84 0.98 0.90

TABLE VIII. Comparison of detection results of each model on the HazePerson dataset

Model Input size Precision Recall F1-score AP

Simple-Yolo 224×224 0.77 0.70 0.73 62.7
VggPrioriBoxes-Yolo 224×224 0.85 0.84 0.85 80.8
MNPrioriBoxes-Yolo 224×224 0.88 0.89 0.87 86.6
N-YOLOv4 224×224 0.91 0.91 0.91 94.42
HaIN-YOLOv4 224×224 0.84 0.98 0.90 98.01

TABLE IX. Log-Average Miss Rate of detection results for each model on the Caltech dataset

Model Reasonable (%) All (%) Large (%) Near (%) Medium (%) Far (%)

ACF+SDt 37.34 77.01 14.19 20.97 69.55 100
SCF+AlexNet 23.32 70.33 7.01 10.61 62.34 100
TA-CNN 20.86 71.22 7.00 7.96 63.62 100
Checkerboards 18.47 68.75 3.90 6.07 59.42 100
ACF++ 11.71 69.07 3.56 5.10 60.46 100
DeepParts 11.89 64.78 4.37 4.78 56.42 100
CompACT-Deep 11.75 64.44 2.64 3.99 53.23 100
MS-CNN 9.95 60.95 1.99 2.60 49.13 97.23
RPN+BF 9.85 64.66 1.18 2.26 53.93 100
Cal-YOLOv4 9.94 54.23 0.61 1.42 33.69 73.20

son, detailed in Table IX and Figure 8, shows Cal-YOLOv4
achieving a LAMR of 9.94% on the “Reasonable” setting,
which is better than most existing methods. While RPN+BF
slightly outperforms our model in this setting, with a LAMR
of 9.85%. Cal-YOLOv4 excels in other settings like ”All,”
”Medium,” ”Near,” ”Large,” and ”Far,” demonstrating its
remarkable effectiveness across various evaluation criteria.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we tackled the limitations in labeling of the

INRIA person dataset by introducing improved annotations.
These enhancements significantly boosted model perfor-
mance and evaluation accuracy. Additionally, we developed
a one-stage deep learning model for human detection,
leveraging transfer learning techniques to improve human
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Figure 7. Detection results under challenging conditions.

detection in challenging weather conditions. Our proposed
model showcased excellent results across various datasets,
including INRIA, HazePerson, and Caltech. It demonstrated
effective pedestrian identification even in hazy conditions
while maintaining real-time processing at a speed of 55.4
FPS, highlighting its practicality and efficiency in diverse
environments.

Data Availability
You can download our new annotation for the

INIRA dataset by using this link. (Annotations are in
YOLO annotation format): https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1Ec4h1TkGtfU95kNhqF874mZMqPrLMzS7/view?usp=
sharing
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Figure 8. Evaluation results under six different evaluation settings on the Caltech Pedestrian Data Set. Reasonable, All, Large, Near, Medium, Far
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